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ABSTRACT: One of the most influential supply chain management theoretical constructs, used by 
both practitioners and academics is SCOR model (Supply Chain Operation Reference), a framework 
developed and endorsed by Supply Chain Council (SCC). This cross-industry standard not only 
defines the set ofuniversal supply chain processes, but also provides information on their design, best 
management practices, technologies and measures, al! necessary to make supply chains a truly 
competitive tool. In most publications SCOR is perceived from a static-angle, as a hierarchical model, 
consistíng ofthree layers, each describing supply chaín processes in greater details. However, SCOR 
could be also used as a six-stage supply chain improvement process map. The article accommodates 
descríption ofthe model. Addítionally, the author provides insights, gained during impx:mentation of 
SCOR pilot project in pharmaceutical company. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

From its inception in 19823
, the term supply chain management is used to represent a bulk of 

different meaníngs. With the exponentially growing number of academic publicatíon devoted do 
supply chain, management [6], the variety of SCM definitions. has been adopted by the authors [2]. 
The above situation is reflected among practitioners, as their perception of what supply chain 
management embraces, differs from company to company · [5]. Most people use the term as a 
synonym of logistics [4] that includes suppliers aqd customers, others as a merger of logistics and 
operation [9] or logistics and marketing [3], while still others as a set of all the cross-functional 
processes that creates value for the final customer [8]. 

Considering the mentioned facts, the attention of both academicians and practitioners should be 
shifted towards supply chain reference models, which allows to build a consistent and sharp cross
industry frames of the analysed, still evolving field of management. Among numerous approaches to 
SCM model building, two constructs are the most recognizable: 

I. Disseminated by the Global Supply Chain Forum - pictures SCM as a set of three
interrelated elements: network structure (supply chain members as nodes along with links
connecting them), supply chaín management processes (incJude 8 cross -functional and
inter-organizational processes that creates value for the final customer) and management
compmµmts (methods hamessed to integrate and manage 8 processes) [8];

2. SCOR (Supply Chain Operations Reference) endorsed by Supply Chain Council - being
developed volunt.ary by practitioner companies associated within SCC. SCOR is the subject
of further investigation in the remainder of the article.

2 THE BASICS OF SCOR 

3 lt is agreed that the phrase supply chain management was coined by Oliver and Webber in 1982, 
although the main ideas and assumptions of SCM were formulated much earlier, just to mention 
research conducted by J. Forrester on industrial dynamics in late 1950's. 
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